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Abstract
We prove that given two cut-free nets of linear logic, by means of their
relational interpretations one can: 1) first determine whether or not the
net obtained by cutting the two nets is strongly normalizable 2) then
(in case it is strongly normalizable) compute the maximum length of the
reduction sequences starting from that net.
1 Introduction
Linear Logic (LL, [18]) originated from the coherent model of typed λ-calculus:
the category of coherent spaces and linear maps was “hidden” behind the cate-
gory of coherent spaces and stable maps. It then turned out that the coherence
relation was not necessary to interpret linear logic proofs (proof-nets), and this
remark led to the so-called multiset based relational model of LL: the interpre-
tation of proof-nets in the category Rel of sets and relations. Since then, many
efforts have been done to understand to which extent the relational interpreta-
tion of a proof-net is nothing but a different representation of the proof itself:
in Girard’s original paper ([18]), with every proof-net was associated the set of
“results of experiments” of the proof-net, a set proven to be invariant with re-
spect to cut elimination. Later on these “results” have been represented as nets
themselves, and through Taylor’s expansion a proof-net can been represented
as an infinite linear combination of nets (see [16] and [17]). On the other hand,
we proved in [13] that (in the absence of weakenings) one can always recover,
from the relational interpretation of a cut-free proof-net, the proof-net itself.
This paper establishes another tight link between the relational model and
LL proof-nets. We follow the approach to the semantics of bounded time com-
plexity consisting in measuring by semantic means the execution of any program,
regardless of its computational complexity. The aim is to compare different
computational behaviors and to learn something afterwards on the very nature
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of bounded time complexity. Following this approach and inspired by [15], in
[10, 11] one of the authors of the present paper could compute the execution
time of an untyped λ-term from its interpretation in the Kleisli category of the
comonad associated with the finite multisets functor on the category of sets and
relations. Such an interpretation is the same as the interpretation of the net
encoding the λ-term in the multiset based relational model of linear logic. The
execution time is measured there in terms of elementary steps of the so-called
Krivine machine. Also, [10, 11] give a precise relation between an intersection
types system introduced in [7] and experiments in the multiset based relational
model. Experiments are a tool introduced by Girard in [18] allowing to com-
pute the interpretation of proofs pointwise. An experiment corresponds to a
type derivation and the result of an experiment corresponds to a type. This
same approach was applied in [12] to LL to show how it is possible to com-
pute the number of steps of cut elimination by semantic means (notice that the
measure being now the number of cut elimination steps, here is a first difference
with [10, 11] where Krivine’s machine was used to measure execution time). The
results of [12] are presented in the framework of proof-nets, that we call nets
in this paper: if π′ is a net obtained by applying some steps of cut elimination
to π, the main property of any model is that the interpretation JπK of π is the
same as the interpretation Jπ′K of π′, so that from JπK it is clearly impossible
to determine the number of steps leading from π to π′. Nevertheless, in [12]
it is shown that if π1 and π2 are two cut-free nets connected by means of a
cut-link, one can answer the two following questions by only referring to the
interpretations Jπ1K and Jπ2K in the relational model:
• is it the case that the net obtained by cutting π1 and π2 is weakly nor-
malizable?
• if the answer to the previous question is positive, what is the number of
cut reduction steps leading from the net with cut to a cut-free one?
In the present paper, still by only referring to the interpretations Jπ1K and
Jπ2K in the relational model, we answer the two following variants of the previous
questions:
1. is it the case that the net obtained by cutting π1 and π2 is strongly nor-
malizable?
2. if the answer to the previous question is positive, what is the maximum
length (i.e. the number of cut reduction steps) of the reduction sequences
starting from the net obtained by cutting π1 and π2?
Despite the fact that the new questions are just little variations on the old
ones, the answers are not variants of the old ones, and require the development
of new tools (see for example the new ()-interpretation of Definition 20). The
first question makes sense only in an untyped framework (in the typed case, cut
elimination is strongly normalizing, see [18, 8, 21] and...Subsection 4.3!), and we
thus study in Section 2 nets and their stratified reduction in an untyped frame-
work. Subsection 2.1 mainly recalls definitions and notations coming from [12],
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while in Subsection 2.2, we prove two syntactic results that will be used in the
sequel: 1) Proposition 10 reduces strong normalization to “non erasing” strong
normalization (and will be used in Section 4), and 2) Proposition 16 shows
that when a net is strongly normalizable there exists a “canonical” reduction
sequence of maximum length, consisting first of “non erasing stratified” steps
and then of “erasing antistratified” steps (and will be used in Section 5).
In Section 3, we introduce the standard notion of experiment (called JK-
experiment in this paper) leading to the usual interpretation (called JK-interpretation
in this paper) of a net in the category of sets and relations (the multiset based
relational model of linear logic). In the same Definition 20, we introduce ()-
experiments, leading to the ()-interpretation of nets: the main difference be-
tween JK-experiments and ()-experiments is the behavior w.r.t. weakening links.
And indeed, the main difference between weak and strong normalization lies in
the fact that to study the latter property we cannot “forget pieces of proofs”
(and this is actually what the usual JK-interpretation does by assigning the
empty multiset as label to the conclusion of weakening links). The newly de-
fined ()-interpretation does not yield a model of linear logic: it is invariant only
w.r.t. non erasing reduction steps (Proposition 24).
In Section 4, we point out an intrinsic difference between the semantic char-
acterization of strong normalization and the one of weak normalization proven
in [12] (here Theorem 36): there exist nets π and π′ such that JπK = Jπ′K and
π is strongly normalizing while π′ is not, which clearly shows that there is no
hope (in the general case) to extract the information on the strong normaliz-
ability of a net from its JK-interpretation (Remark 4). We then prove that in
case π is a cut-free net, its ()-interpretation (π) can be computed from its “good
old” JK-interpretation JπK (Proposition 31). This implies that to answer Ques-
tions 1 and 2 by only referring to the interpretations Jπ1K and Jπ2K in the “good
old” relational model of linear logic, we are allowed to use the newly defined
()-interpretations (π1) and (π2). We then accurately adapt the notion of size of
an JK-experiment of the relational model to ()-experiments, in order to obtain a
variant of the “Key Lemma” (actually Lemmata 17 and 20) of [12]: Lemma 35
measures the difference between the size of (suitable) experiments of a net and
the size of (suitable) experiments of any of its one step reducts. We can thus
answer Question 1 (Corollary 40).
Our qualitative results of Subsection 4.2 allow to give a new proof of the so
called “Conservation Theorem” (here Theorem 42) for Multiplicative Exponen-
tial Linear Logic (MELL). Such a result is a crucial step in the traditional proof
of strong normalization for Linear Logic ([18, 8, 21]) and it is usually proven
using confluence ([8, 21]): our semantic approach does not rely on confluence
and yields thus a proof of strong normalization for MELL which does not use
confluence (Corollary 47 of Subsection 4.3).
In Section 5, we answer Question 2: thanks to Proposition 16 it is enough
from Jπ1K and Jπ2K to predict the length of a “canonical” reduction sequence,
and by Proposition 31 we can substitute (π1) and (π2) for Jπ1K and Jπ2K. We first
measure the length of the longest “non erasing stratified” reduction sequence,
by means of the size of (suitable) experiments, and we then shift to the size
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of results of ()-experiments, that is elements of the ()-interpretation. We then
measure the length of the longest “erasing antistratified” reduction sequence
starting from a “non erasing normal” net, relating this length to the number of
(erasing) cuts of the net, and counting this number using the ()-interpretation.
The precise answer to Question 2 is Theorem 57. We end the section by giving a
concrete example (Example 58), showing also that only a little part of Jπ1K and
Jπ2K is used in Theorem 57 to compute the maximum length of the reduction
sequences starting from the net obtained by cutting π1 and π2.
In a parallel non communicating work ([2, 3, 4]), a semantic bound of the number
of β-reductions of a given λ-term is given. We briefly point out some differences
and similarities between the two approaches in Remark 3 and in the conclusion
of the paper; it would probably worth comparing more precisely our result with
those papers in future work.
Notations
For a set X , P(X) denotes the set of the subsets of X , Pfin(X) denotes the
set of the finite subsets of X and Mfin(X) denotes the set of finite multisets of
elements of X . The number of elements of a finite set X is denoted by Card(X).
As usual, a finite multiset of elements of X is a function with domain X and
codomain the set IN of natural numbers; when m ∈ Mfin(X), we denote by
Supp(m) the subset of X having as elements those a ∈ X such that m(a) > 0,
and more generally for any x ∈ X , the integer m(x) is sometimes called the
multiplicity of x in m. We write a+ b for the sum of the two finite multisets a
and b, and for a finite multisetm of elements of the set X we denote by Card(m)
the integer Σx∈Supp(m)m(x).
Given any set X , we denote by X<ω the set of finite sequences of elements
of X , and by x a generic element of X<ω. For example, a sequence (c1, . . . , cn)
may be denoted simply by c.
2 Nets and their normalization
In this section, we introduce nets and their cut elimination in an untyped frame-
work (Subsection 2.1), mainly following [12]. We then study normalization of
these nets (Subsection 2.2): the two main results that will be used in the sequel
are 1) a net is strongly normalizable iff every non erasing reduction sequence
starting from it is finite (Proposition 10) and 2) whenever a net π is strongly
normalizing, there exist “canonical” reduction sequences of maximum length
starting from π that first reduce stratified non erasing cuts and then erasing
cuts (Proposition 16).
2.1 Nets
The theory of proof-nets has rather changed since the introduction of this crucial
concept of linear logic in [18]: we choose here the syntax of [12], where we already
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discussed such a choice. Let us just recall here that untyped nets in our sense
have been first introduced in [20] in order to encode polytime computations
(inspired by the “light” untyped λ-calculus of [23]). One of the novelties of the
untyped classical framework of [20] w.r.t. the intuitionistic framework of [23] is
the presence of clashes, that is cuts which cannot be reduced (see Definition 4
and Figure 2). Following [9] we consider ?-links with n ≥ 0 premises (these
links are often represented by a tree of contractions and weakenings), while our
♭-node is a way to represent dereliction: these choices allowed in [12] a strict
correspondence between the number of steps of the cut elimination of a net and
its interpretation, which is still relevant here (see Theorem 38 and Theorem 57).
Definition 1 (Ground-structure). A ground-structure, or g-structure for short,
is a finite (possibly empty) labelled directed acyclic graph whose nodes (also called
links) are defined together with an arity and a coarity, i.e. a given number of
incident edges called the premises of the node and a given number of emergent
edges called the conclusions of the node. The valid nodes are:
ax cut ⊗ ` 1 ⊥ !
· · ·
♭ ♭
♭
♭
♭ ♭· · ·
?
◦
An edge may have or may not have a ♭ label: an edge with no label (resp. with
a ♭ label) is called logical (resp. structural). The ♭-nodes have a logical premise
and a structural conclusion, the ?-nodes have k ≥ 0 structural premises and one
logical conclusion, the !-nodes have no premise, exactly one logical conclusion,
also called main conclusion of the node, and k ≥ 0 structural conclusions, called
auxiliary conclusions of the node. Premises and conclusions of the nodes ax, cut,
⊗, `, 1, ⊥ are logical edges. Premises of the nodes ◦ are called conclusions of
the g-structure; we consider that a g-structure is given with an order (c1, . . . , cn)
of its conclusions.
We denote by !(α) the set of !-links of a g-structure α.
When drawing a g-structure we order its conclusions from left to right. Also
we represent edges oriented top-down so that we speak of moving upwardly or
downwardly in the graph, and of nodes or edges “above” or “under” a given
node/edge. In the sequel we will not write explicitly the orientation of the
edges. Moreover we will not represent the ◦-nodes. In order to give more
concise pictures, when not misleading, we may represent an arbitrary number
of ♭-edges (possibly zero) as a ♭-edge with a diagonal stroke drawn across (see
Fig 1). In the same spirit, a ?-link with a diagonal stroke drawn across its
conclusion represents an arbitrary number of ?-links, possibly zero (see Fig 1).
Definition 2 (Untyped ♭-structure, untyped nets). For any d ∈ IN, we define,
by induction on d, the set of untyped ♭-structures of depth d.
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?♭
=
?♭ ♭
· · ·
!
♭
=
!
· · ·
♭♭
?♭ ♭
· · ·
=
?
♭ ♭
· · ·
?
♭ ♭
· · ·
· · ·
Figure 1: Some conventions to picture an arbitrary number of nodes/edges
An untyped ♭-structure, or simply ♭-structure, π of depth 0 is a g-structure
without !-nodes; in this case, we set ground(π) = π. An untyped ♭-structure π of
depth d+1 is a g-structure α, denoted by ground(π), with a function that assigns
to every !-link o of α with no+1 conclusions a ♭-structure of depth at most d, that
we denote πo and we call the box of o, with no structural conclusions, also called
auxiliary conclusions of πo, and exactly one logical conclusion, called the main
conclusion of πo, and a bijection from the set of the no structural conclusions
of the link o to the set of the no structural conclusions of the ♭-structure π
o.
Moreover α has at least one !-link with a box of depth d.
We say that ground(π) is the g-structure of depth 0 of π; a g-structure of depth
d+ 1 in π is a g-structure of depth d of the box associated by π with a !-node of
ground(π). A link l of depth d of π is a link of a g-structure of depth d of π; we
denote by depth(l) the depth d of l. We refer more generally to a link/g-structure
of π meaning a link/g-structure of some depth of π.
A switching of a g-structure α is an undirected subgraph of α obtained by
forgetting the orientation of α’s edges, by deleting one of the two premises of
each `-node, and for every ?-node l with n ≥ 1 premises, by erasing all but one
premises of l.
An untyped ♭-net, ♭-net for short, is a ♭-structure π s.t. every switching of
every g-structure of π is an acyclic graph. An untyped net, net for short, is a
♭-net with no structural conclusion.
In order to make visual the correspondence between a conclusion of a !-link
and the associated conclusion of the box of that !-link, we represent the two
edges by a single line crossing the border of the box (for example see Fig. 4).
Notice that with every structural edge b of a net is associated exactly one
♭-node (above it) and one ?-node (below it): we will refer to these nodes as
the ♭-node/?-node associated with b. Observe that the ♭-node and the ?-node
associated with a given edge might have a different depth.
Concerning the presence of empty nets, notice that the empty net does
exist and it has no conclusion. Its presence is required by the cut elimination
procedure (Definition 5): the elimination of a cut between a 1-link and a ⊥-link
yields the empty graph, and similarly for a cut between a !-link with no auxiliary
conclusion and a 0-ary ?-link. On the other hand, notice also that with a !-link
o of a net, it is never possible to associate the empty net: o has at least one
conclusion and this has also to be the case for the net associated with o.
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(ax) : cut
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c
(⊗/`) :
cut
t
⊗ `
f g h i
a b
 
cut
cutf i
g h
(1/⊥) :
cut ba
t
1 ⊥
 empty graph
Figure 3: Cut elimination for nets (multiplicatives).
Definition 3 (Size of nets). The size ‖α‖ of a g-structure α is the number of
logical edges of α. The size ‖π‖ of a ♭-structure π is defined by induction on the
depth of π, as follows: ‖π‖ = ‖ground(π)‖ +
∑
o∈!(ground(pi))‖π
o‖.
cut
⊥ ⊥
cut
!⊥
Figure 2: Two clashes
Since we are in an untyped framework, nets may
contain “pathological” cuts which are not reducible.
They are called clashes and their presence is in con-
trast with what happens in λ-calculus, where the
simpler grammar of terms avoids clashes also in an
untyped framework.
Definition 4 (Clash). The two edges premises of a
cut-link are dual when:
• they are conclusions of resp. a ⊗-node and of a `-node, or
• they are conclusions of resp. a 1-node and of a ⊥-node, or
• they are conclusions of resp. a !-node and of a ?-node.
A cut-link is a clash, when the premises of the cut-node are not dual edges and
none of the two is the conclusion of an ax-link.
Definition 5 (Cut elimination, Figures 3 and 4). The cut elimination procedure
([12]) actually comes from [9]. To eliminate a cut t in a net π means in general
to transform π into a net1 t(π) by substituting a specific subgraph β of π with a
graph β′ having the same pending edges (i.e. edges with no target or no source)
as β. The graphs β and β′ depend on the cut t and are described in Figures 3
and 4. We also refer to t(π) as a one step reduct of π, and to the transformations
associated with the different types of cut-link as the reduction steps.
When one of the two premises of t is a ?-link with no premises and the other
one is a !-link, we say that t is erasing and the reduction step is an erasing step.
1The fact that t(π) is indeed a net should be checked, see for example [22].
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We write π  π′, when π′ is the result of one reduction step and π eπ
′ (resp.
π ¬eπ
′) in case the reduction step is (resp. is not) erasing.
A cut-link t of π is stratified non-erasing, when it is non-erasing and, for
every non erasing cut (except clashes) t′ of π, we have depth(t) ≤ depth(t′). A
stratified non-erasing reduction step is a step reducing a stratified non-erasing
cut; we write π (¬e)
s
π′ when π′ is the result of one stratified non-erasing re-
duction step.
A cut-link t of π is antistratified erasing, when every cut-link of π is erasing
and for every cut-link t′ of π we have depth(t′) ≤ depth(t). An antistratified
erasing reduction step is a step reducing an antistratified erasing cut; we write
π easπ
′ when π′ is the result of one antistratified erasing reduction step.
The reflexive and transitive closure of the rewriting rules previously defined
is denoted by adding a ∗: for example  ∗(¬e)
s
is the reflexive and transitive
closure of  (¬e)
s
. A net π is normalizable if there exists a cut-free net π0 such
that π ∗π0. We denote by WN the set of normalizable nets.
A reduction sequence R from π to π′ is a sequence (possibly empty in case
π = π′) of reduction steps π  π1  . . .  πn = π
′. The integer n is the
length of the reduction sequence. A reduction sequence R is a stratified non-
erasing reduction (resp. an antistratified erasing reduction) when every step of
R is stratified non-erasing (resp. antistratified erasing). A net is ¬e-normal
when it contains only erasing cut-links. We denote by WN¬e the set of nets π
such that there exists a ¬e-reduction sequence from π to some ¬e-normal net.
We denote by SN (resp. SN¬e, SN(¬e)s) the set of nets π such that every
reduction sequence (resp. ¬e-reduction sequence, (¬e)s-reduction sequence) from
π is finite and none of the reducts (resp. ¬e-reducts, (¬e)s-reducts) of π contains
a clash. The nets of SN are also called strongly normalizable.
For any net π, we set2
• strong¬e(π) =
{
max{length(R);R is a ¬e-reduction sequence from π} if π ∈ SN¬e;
∞ otherwise;
• and strong(π) =
{
max{length(R);R is a reduction sequence from π} if π ∈ SN;
∞ otherwise.
Remark 1. Notice that the presence of clashes induces a slight difference be-
tween the definition of “normalizable net” and that of “strongly normalizable
net”: a normalizable net π (so as its reducts) might contain a clash, which is
not the case of a strongly normalizable net (nor of its reducts). This is con-
sistent with the basic intuition behind these two notions: from a normalizable
net one should be able (by means of “correct” computations) to reach a normal
form, while from a strongly normalizable net one should be able by reducing at
any time any cut to reach a normal form, so that such nets can never contain
clashes.
2We use here (and we will use in the sequel) Ko¨nig’s lemma applied to countable graphs,
since all the reduction relations we consider in the paper are finitely branching.
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(!/?) :
?
cut
ba
t
♭
♭
♭
♭
♭
!
πo
o
?
♭
♭
!
♭
♭
!
· ·
·
!
w
α
· · ·
♭♭
b′k
· · ·
♭
c1
β1
!
♭
· · ·
!
· · · · ·
·
b′1
· ·
·
vk♭
ck
βk
!
♭
· ·
·
v1
 
♭
♭
!
♭
cut♭
πo
♭
♭
♭
?
!
c1
β1
!
!
· · · · ·
·
· · ·
!
· · ·
· ·
·
βk
πo
cut
ck
♭
!♭
♭
♭
· ·
·
· · ·
α′
· ·
·
Figure 4: Cut elimination for nets. In the (!/?) case what happens is that the
!-link o dispatches k copies of πo (k ≥ 0 being the arity of the ?-node w premise
of the cut) inside the !-boxes (if any) containing the ♭-nodes associated with the
premises of w; notice also that the reduction duplicates k times the premises of
?-nodes which are associated with the auxiliary conclusions of o.
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In a pure rewriting approach, one could consider a different notion of weakly
and strongly normalizable net: in [21] normal nets can contain clashes (see
Subsection 2.4 p.420 of [21]). This cannot be accepted here (and was already
excluded in [12] for the same reasons), since a clash in a net immediately yields
an empty interpretation of the net (see the next Section 3), from which no
information can be extracted, and certainly not the number of steps leading to a
normal form.
Definition 6 (Ancestor, residue). Let π  π′. When an edge d (resp. a node
l) of π′ comes from a (unique) edge
←−
d (resp. node
←−
l ) of π, we say that
←−
d
(resp.
←−
l ) is the ancestor of d (resp. l) in π and that d (resp. l) is a residue of
←−
d (resp.
←−
l ) in π′. If this is not the case, then d (resp. l) has no ancestor in π,
and we say it is a created edge (resp. node). We indicate, for every type of cut
elimination step of Fig. 4, which edges (resp. links) are created in π′ (meaning
that the other edges/nodes of π′ are residues of some π’s edge/node). We use
the notations of Figures 3 and 4:
• (ax): there are no created edges, nor created nodes in π′. Remark that a, b
are erased in π′, so that we consider c in π′ as the residue of c in π;
• (⊗/`): there are no created edges, while the two new cut-links between the
two left (resp. right) premises of the `- and ⊗-links are created nodes;
• (1/⊥): there are no created edges, nor created nodes in π′;
• (!/?): every auxiliary conclusion added to the !-links containing one copy of
πo is a created edge; every cut link between (a copy of) πo’s main conclusion
and ci is a created node.
3
2.2 The non-erasing normalization and the stratified nor-
malization
In order to prove our main qualitative result (Theorem 38), we reduce strong
normalization to non erasing strong normalization: this is Proposition 10. We
actually prove a variant of a very similar result proven in [21]: the difference is
related to the way one handles clashes (Remark 1).
In order to measure by semantic means the exact length of the longest reduction
sequence(s) starting from a given strongly normalizable net (Theorem 57), we
show that there always exists such a sequence consisting first of non erasing
stratified steps and then of erasing antistratified steps: this is Proposition 16.
The first step is rather standard in spirit: one proves that erasing steps can
always be “postponed” (Proposition 8).
3Notice that every !-link of π′ which contains a copy of πo is considered a residue of the
corresponding !-link of π, even though it has different auxiliary conclusions. Notice also that
the edges/nodes in each copy of πo are considered residues of the corresponding edges/nodes
in πo.
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Lemma 7. Assume that π eπ1 and π1 ¬eπ
′′. Then there exist π′ such that
π ¬eπ
′ and a reduction sequence π′ ∗π′′:
π
e
✲ π1
π′
¬e
❄
✲✲ π′′
¬e
❄
Proof. See Lemma 4.4 p. 431 of [21].
Proposition 8 (postponing erasing steps). For any net π0 such that there is
no infinite reduction sequence from π0, for any finite reduction sequence R from
π0 to π
′, there exist a ¬e-reduction sequence R′ from π0 to some net π and
an e-reduction sequence R0 from π to π
′ such that length(R) ≤ length(R′) +
length(R0).
Proof. By induction on max{length(R);R is a reduction sequence from π0}. Let
R be a finite reduction sequence π0  π1  . . . πn−1  πn = π
′. If R has
no ¬e-reduction steps, then we set π = π0 and R0 = R. Otherwise, we set
k = min{i ∈ IN;πi eπi+1}: if k > 0, then we apply the induction hypothesis
to π1; if k = 0, then we set r = min{j ∈ IN;πj ¬eπj+1}; we apply r times
Lemma 7, we thus obtain a reduction sequence R1 from π0 to πr+1 in which the
first reduction step π0  π
′
1 is non-erasing. We can thus consider the reduction
sequence R1 followed by the reduction sequence πr+1  πr+2  . . . πn−1  πn
and apply the induction hypothesis to π′1.
To prove SN = SN¬e, we apply the techniques of [21], taking care of clashes
(Fact 9).
Fact 9. If π e
∗π′ and π′ contains some clash, then the net π contains some
clash too.
Proof. If π eπ
′, then every edge of π′ has an ancestor in π. Now, the ancestor
of a clash is always a clash too.
Proposition 10. We have SN = SN¬e.
Proof. If π /∈ SN, then we are in one the two following cases:
1. • there is no infinite reduction sequence from π
• and there is some net π′ with some clash such that π ∗π′,
2. or there exists an infinite reduction sequence from π.
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Assume that we are in the first case. Then, by Proposition 8, there exist a
¬e-reduction sequence R from π to π1 and an e-reduction sequence from some
net π1 to π
′. Since π′ is a net containing some clash, by Fact 9, the net π1
contains some clash too, hence π /∈ SN¬e.
Now, if we are in the second case, one can show that there exists an infinite
¬e-reduction sequence from π. This has been proven in [21] using Lemma 7:
see Proposition 4.5 p. 431 of [21].
We now turn to the proof of Proposition 16, which essentially consists, given
a strongly normalizing net π, in turning any reduction sequence starting from π
into a “canonical” reduction sequence: a (¬e)s-reduction sequence followed by
an antistratified erasing reduction sequence. We show that this transformation
never shortens the length of reduction sequences, which entails that among the
longest reduction sequences starting from π, there always exists a canonical one.
The first step is to prove that one can always reach a ¬e-normal net by means
of a (¬e)s-reduction sequence of maximum length (Proposition 12), the second
step is to relate the number of cut-links of a (strongly normalizable) net to the
length of canonical reduction sequences (Lemma 14).
Lemma 11. Assume that π ¬eπ1 and π (¬e)
s
π′ with π′ 6= π1. Then there
exist π′′ such that π1 (¬e)sπ
′′ and a non-empty reduction sequence π′ ¬e
∗π′′:
π
¬e
✲ π1
π′
(¬e)s
❄ ≥ 1
¬e
✲✲ π′′
(¬e)s
❄
Proof. Let x (resp. y) be the cut-link reduced by the step π ¬eπ1 (resp. π (¬e)sπ
′):
we know by hypothesis that x 6= y. Since x is non erasing and y is stratified,
there exists a unique residue y1 of y in π1. Since y is non erasing and x needs
not being stratified, there exist n ≥ 1 residues x′1, . . . , x
′
n of x in π
′. The net π′′
can be obtained both by reducing y1 in π1 and by reducing x
′
1, . . . , x
′
n in π
′.
In the sequel, we use the (obvious) fact that whenever there exists a non
erasing cut-link in a net, there also exists a stratified non erasing cut-link in
that same net.
Proposition 12. For any π0 ∈ SN
¬e, for any ¬e-reduction sequence R′′′ from
π0 to a ¬e-normal form π, there exists a (¬e)s-reduction sequence R1 from π0
to π such that length(R′′′) ≤ length(R1).
Proof. We prove, by induction on strong¬e(π0), that, for any π0 ∈ SN
¬e, for
any ¬e-reduction sequence R′′′ from π0 to a ¬e-normal form π, for any π′ such
that π (¬e)sπ
′, there exists a (¬e)s-reduction sequence R1 from π
′ to π such
that length(R′′′) ≤ length(R1) + 1.
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• If strong¬e(π0) = 0, then there is no such π
′.
• If strong¬e(π0) > 0, then we apply Lemma 11 and the induction hy-
pothesis. More precisely, suppose that R′′′ is such that π0 ¬eπ1 ¬e
∗π.
If π′ = π1, then we apply the induction hypothesis to π1. Otherwise,
π′ 6= π1 and π0 (¬e)
s
π′, so we can apply Lemma 11: there exist π′′ such
that π1 (¬e)sπ
′′ and a non-empty reduction sequence π′ ¬e
∗π′′. We can
call R′′′1 the ¬e-reduction sequence leading from π1 to π and apply the
induction hypothesis to π1: there exists a ¬e-reduction sequence R11 from
π′′ to π such that length(R′′′1 ) ≤ length(R
1
1) + 1. Now, since there exists a
non-empty reduction sequence π′ ¬e
∗π′′, there also exists a ¬e-reduction
sequence R′′′2 from π
′ to π such that length(R′′′2 ) ≥ length(R
1
1) + 1. By
applying the induction hypothesis to π′, there exists a (¬e)s-reduction
sequence R′′′3 from π
′ to π such that length(R′′′3 ) ≥ length(R
′′′
2 ). We con-
sider R1 defined by π0 (¬e)sπ
′ followed by R′′′3 . We have length(R1) =
length(R′′′3 )+1 ≥ length(R
′′′
2 )+1 ≥ length(R
1
1)+1+1 ≥ length(R
′′′
1 )+1 =
length(R′′′).
Fact 13. If π ¬eπ
′, then π′ has at least n− 1 cut-links, where n is the number
of cut-links in π.
Proof. If π′ = t(π) with t a non-erasing cut-link, then every cut-link of π, except
t, has at least one residue in π′.
Lemma 14. Let π0 ∈ SN with at least n cut-links. Then there exist
• a ¬e-normal net π;
• a ¬e-reduction sequence R1 from π0 to π;
• and an antistratified e-reduction sequence R2 from π
such that n ≤ length(R1) + length(R2).
Proof. By induction on strong(π0). We distinguish between two cases:
• There exists π1 such that π0 ¬eπ1: we apply Fact 13 and the induction
hypothesis on π1.
• The net π0 is ¬e-normal: we take for R1 the empty reduction sequence
from π0 to π0 and forR2 an antistratified e-reduction sequence π0 eπ1 . . . eπn
such that, for any i ∈ {0, . . . , n}, the net πi has exactly k − i erasing cut-
links, where k is the number of cut-links of π0.
Fact 15. Let R0 be an e-reduction sequence from π
′. Then π′ has at least
length(R0) cut-links.
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Proof. If π eπ
′ = t(π), then
• every cut-link of π′ has an ancestor in π
• and t has no residue in π′;
hence the number of cut-links in π′ is strictly smaller than the number of cut-
links in π.
Proposition 16. For any π0 ∈ SN, there exist a (¬e)s-reduction sequence
R1 : π0 
∗
(¬e)
s
π with π ¬e-normal and an antistratified e-reduction sequence R2
from π such that strong(π0) = length(R1) + length(R2).
Proof. Let π0 ∈ SN and let R be a reduction sequence from π0. By Proposi-
tion 8, there exist a ¬e-reduction sequence R′ from π0 to some net π′ and an
e-reduction sequence R0 from π
′ such that length(R) ≤ length(R′)+ length(R0).
By Fact 15, the net π′ has at least length(R0) cut-links, hence, by Lemma 14,
there exist
• a ¬e-normal net π;
• a ¬e-reduction sequence R′′ from π′ to π;
• and an antistratified e-reduction sequence R2 from π
such that length(R0) ≤ length(R′′) + length(R2). We consider R′′′ defined
by R′ followed by R′′. By Proposition 12, there exists a (¬e)s-reduction se-
quence R1 from π0 to π such that length(R1) ≥ length(R′′′). We thus have:
length(R1) + length(R2) ≥ length(R′) + length(R′′) + length(R2) ≥ length(R′) +
length(R0) ≥ length(R). By taking as R any reduction sequence such that
length(R) = strong(π0), we obtain the required R1 and R2.
When π (resp. π′) is a net having c (resp. c′) among its conclusions, we
denote in the sequel by (π|π′)c,c′ the net obtained by connecting π and π′ by
means of a cut-link with premises c and c′.
Corollary 17. Let π (resp. π′) be a net having c (resp. c′) among its conclu-
sions, and assume that (π|π′)c,c′ is strongly normalizable.
There exists R1 : (π|π′)c,c′ ∗(¬e)s
π1 and R2 : π1 e
∗π2 antistratified such
that
• π1 is ¬e-normal;
• π2 is cut-free;
• strong((π|π′)c,c′) = length(R1) + length(R2).
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3 Experiments and the interpretations of nets
We introduce experiments for nets (a well-known notion coming from [18]),
adapted to our framework (Definition 20).
In [12, 13] experiments are defined in an untyped framework; we follow
here the same approach in our Definition 20. Experiments allow to compute the
semantics of nets: the interpretation JπK of a net π is the set of the results of π’s
experiments (Definition 20). Like in [12, 13], in the following definition the set
{+,−} is used in order to “semantically distinguish” cells of type ⊗ from cells of
type `, which is mandatory in an untyped framework. The function ( )⊥ (which
is the semantic version of linear negation) flips polarities (see Definition 19).
We also introduce here another “ad hoc interpretation” of π, denoted by
(π), which (like JπK) is a set of points that can be computed starting from π
(Definition 20). Intuitively, every element of (π) keeps trace of all the “weaken-
ings” (the ?-links with no premise) of π, which is not the case of all the elements
of JπK (see Remark 2 for a more technical comparison): this difference will be
essential in the next sections. A crucial property of (π) is the invariance under
non erasing cut elimination (Proposition 24).
Definition 18. We define Dn by induction on n:
• D0 := {+,−}× (A ∪ {∗})
• Dn+1 := D0 ∪ ({+,−}×Dn ×Dn) ∪ ({+,−}×Mfin(Dn))
We set D :=
⋃
n∈NDn, and we call rank of an element x ∈ D (and we
denote by rank(x)) the least n such that x ∈ Dn.
When (+, []) does not appear in x ∈ D, we say that x is exhaustive4. We de-
note by Xex the set of the exhaustive elements of any given subset X of D. When
X ⊆ Dn, we denote by Xex the set {(x1, . . . , xn) ∈ X : xi is exhaustive for every i ∈
{1, . . . , n}}.
Definition 19. Let +⊥ = − and −⊥ = +. We define x⊥ for any x ∈ D, by
induction on rank(x):
• for a ∈ A ∪ {∗}, (p, a)⊥ = (p⊥, a);
• for a ∈ {∗}, (p, a)⊥ = (p⊥, a);
• else, (p, x, y)⊥ = (p⊥, x⊥, y⊥), and (p, [x1, . . . , xn])⊥ = (p⊥, [x⊥1 , . . . , x
⊥
n ]).
A key feature is that, for every x ∈ D, one has x 6= x⊥, a property already
used in the proof of the main qualitative result of [12] (here Theorem 23).
Now, we show how to compute the interpretation of an untyped net directly,
without passing through a sequent calculus. This is done by adapting the notion
of experiment to our untyped framework. For a net π with n conclusions,
we define the JK-interpretation of π, denoted by JπK, as a subset of Dn, that
can be seen as a morphism of the category Rel of sets and relations from the
4We mean here that the ordered sequence of characters (+, []) is not a subsequence of x
(as a word).
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x x⊥ cut
x x⊥ 1
(+, ∗)
⊥
(−, ∗)
⊗
x y
(+, x, y)
`
x y
(−, x, y)
♭
♭
x
(−, [x])
?
(−,
∑
i≤n µi)
· · ·
(−, µ1) (−, µn)
♭♭
! [eo1, . . . , e
o
n]
(+, [x1, . . . , xn])(−,
∑
i≤n µi)
πo
♭
(−, µi) xi
♭
Figure 5: JK-experiments of ♭-nets, with x, y, xi ∈ D and µi ∈ Mfin(D).
interpretation of 1 to the interpretation of
˙n
i=1 D. We compute JπK by means
of the JK-experiments of π, a notion introduced by Girard in [18] and central in
this paper. We introduce also a variant of this notion, the ()-experiments of π
that allow to compute (π). We define, by induction on the depth of π, what the
JK-experiments and ()-experiments of π are:
Definition 20 (Experiment). An JK-experiment e of a ♭-net π, denoted by
e :JK π, is a function which associates with every !-link o of ground(π) a multiset
[eo1, ..., e
o
k] of k ≥ 0 JK-experiments of π
o, and with every edge a of ground(π) an
element of D.
An ()-experiment e of a ♭-net π, denoted by e :() π, is a function which
associates with every !-link o of ground(π) a multiset [eo1, ..., e
o
k] of k > 0 ()-
experiments of πo, and with every edge a of ground(π) an element of D.
In the cases of ax-links, cut-links, 1-links, ⊥-link, ⊗-links, `-links, ♭-links,
!-links and ?-links with n ≥ 1 premises, the standard conditions of Figure 5 hold
both for JK-experiments and ()-experiments; more precisely, if a, b, c are edges of
ground(π) the following conditions hold:
• if a, b are the conclusions (resp. the premises) of an ax-link (resp. cut-
link), then e(a) = e(b)⊥;
• if c is the conclusion of a 1-link (resp. ⊥-link), then e(c) = 〈+, ∗〉 (resp.
e(c) = 〈−, ∗〉);
• if c is the conclusion of a ⊗-link (resp. `-link) with premises a, b, then
e(c) = 〈+, e(a), e(b)〉 (resp. e(c) = 〈−, e(a), e(b)〉);
• if c is the conclusion of a ♭-link with premise a, then e(c) = 〈−, [e(a)]〉;
• if c is the conclusion of a ?-link with premises a1, . . . , an where n ≥ 1, and
for every i ≤ n, e(ai) = 〈−, µi〉, where µi is a finite multiset of elements
of D, then e(c) = 〈−,
∑
i≤n µi〉;
• if c is a conclusion of a !-link o of ground(π), let πo be the box of o and
e(o) = [eo1, . . . , e
o
n]. If c is the logical conclusion of o, let c
o be the logical
conclusion of πo, then e(c) = 〈+, [eo1(c
o), . . . , eon(c
o)]〉, if c is a structural
conclusion of o, let co be the structural conclusion of πo associated with c,
and for every i ≤ n, let eoi (c
o) = (−, µi), then e(c) = 〈−,
∑
i≤n µi〉.
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In the case of a ?-link with no premise and the edge c as conclusion, we
require that:
• e(c) = (−, []), for an JK-experiment e
• e(c) = (−, a) with a ∈ Mfin(D) for an ()-experiment e.
When e is an JK-experiment (resp. an ()-experiment), we set5:
W(e) =
∑
c is the conclusion of a ?-link of ground(π) with no premise
e(c) = (−, µ)
µ
+
∑
o is a !-link of ground(pi)
∑
eo∈e(o)
W(eo) .
If c1, . . . , cn are the conclusions of π, then the result of e, denoted by |e|,
is the element6 〈e(c1), . . . , e(cn)〉 of Dn. The JK-interpretation of π is the set
of the results of its JK-experiments. The ()-interpretation of π is the set of the
pairs (|e|,W(e)) such that e is an ()-experiment of π.
JπK := {〈e(c1), . . . , e(cn)〉 ; e is an JK-experiment of π} ;
(π) := {(〈e(c1), . . . , e(cn)〉,W(e)) ; e is an ()-experiment of π} .
If y = 〈e(c1), . . . , e(cn)〉 is the result of an JK-experiment (resp. an ()-experiment)
e of π, we denote by yci the element e(ci), for every i ≤ n. Generally, if
d = 〈ci1 , . . . , cik〉 is a sequence of conclusions of π, we note by yd the element
〈e(ci1), . . . , e(cik)〉 of D.
Remark 2. The difference between JK-experiments and ()-experiments appears
clearly in the case of a ?-link with no premise of Definition 20, but there is
another (slightly subtler) point where it shows up: while an JK-experiment can
associate with a !-link of ground(π) an empty multiset of experiments, this cannot
be the case for an ()-experiment. Such a (heavy) constraint forbids to “hide”
pieces of proofs, which is mandatory if one wants to be able to speak of strong
normalization.
Remark 3. When we just consider the nets encoding λ-terms, these two dif-
ferent interpretations JK and () correspond respectively to the two following non-
idempotent intersection types systems: System R of [10] and [11] (and called
System M in [6]) and System Rex:
• The set of types is defined by the following grammar:
α ::= γ | a→ α (types)
a ::= [α1, . . . , αn] (finite multiset of types)
where γ ranges over a countable set A and n ∈ IN.
5Notice that when e is an JK-experiment one always has W(e) = [].
6Recall that a g-structure, hence a ♭-net, is given together with an order on its conclusions,
so the sequence 〈e(c1), . . . , e(cn)〉 is uniquely determined by e and π.
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x : [α] ⊢R x : α
Γ, x : a ⊢R t : α
Γ(x) = []
Γ ⊢R λx.t : a→ α
Γ0 ⊢R v : [α1, . . . , αn]→ α (Γi ⊢R u : αi)i∈{1,...,n}
n ∈ IN
Γ0, . . . ,Γn ⊢R (v)u : α
Figure 6: The type assignment system R for the λ-calculus
m ∈ IN
x : [α], y1 : a1, . . . , ym : am ⊢Rex x : α
Γ, x : a ⊢Rex t : α
Γ(x) = []
Γ ⊢Rex λx.t : a→ α
Γ0 ⊢Rex v : [α1, . . . , αn]→ α (Γi ⊢Rex u : αi)i∈{1,...,n}
n ∈ IN \ {0}
Γ0, . . . ,Γn ⊢Rex (v)u : α
Figure 7: The type assignment system Rex for the λ-calculus
• Environments are functions from variables to finite multisets of types, as-
signing the empty multiset to almost all the variables. If Γ1, . . . , Γm are
m environments, then we denote by Γ1, . . . ,Γm the environment Γ defined
by Γ(x) =
∑m
i=1 Γi(x) for any variable x. Moreover we denote by x : a the
environment Γ defined by Γ(y) =
{
a if y = x;
[] otherwise.
• A typing judgement is a triple of the form Γ ⊢R t : α (respectively Γ ⊢Rex
t : α). The types systems are those given respectively in Figure 6 and in
Figure 7.
System Rex, like the non-idempotent intersection types system considered in
[2], [3] and [4], characterizes strongly normalizing λ-terms. There are some
differences between the two systems. In particular, if we identify the empty
multiset with the type ω, then in System Rex then the type ω can be used for
weakenings but not as a universal type.
In case the net π is cut-free, ()-experiments “can choose” the finite multiset
a such that (−, a) is associated with the conclusion of any 0-ary ?-link of π:
there is a “sparing” choice, that is to always choose a = []. On the other hand,
when a 0-ary ?-link has a conclusion which is the premise of a cut, one can
never associate (−, []) to this edge, since according to Definition 20 one cannot
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associate (+, []) with the main conclusion of a !-link; nevertheless one can still
make a “sparing” choice by choosing only a multiset of cardinality 1.
Definition 21. We define, by induction on depth(π), what it means to be w-
sparing for a ()-experiment e of a net π:
• for every conclusion c of a 0-ary ?-link of ground(π) which is not premise
of some cut-link, we have e(c) = (−, []);
• for every conclusion c of a 0-ary ?-link of ground(π) which is premise of
some cut-link, we have e(c) = (−, [α]) for some α ∈ D;
• for every !-link o of ground(π), e(o) is a finite multiset of w-sparing ex-
periments of πo.
The following definition introduces an equivalence relation ∼ on the ()-
experiments of a ♭-net π: intuitively e ∼ e′ when e and e′ associate with a
given !-link of π multisets of experiments with the same cardinality, and with
the conclusion of a given 0-ary ?-link it can never happen that one of the two
associates (−, []) and the other one (−, a) with a 6= [].
Definition 22. We define an equivalence ∼ on the set of ()-experiments of a
♭-net π, by induction on depth(π). Let e, e′ : π, we set e ∼ e′ whenever
• for any weakening-link l of ground(π), there is m ∈ IN such that e(c) =
(−, [α1, . . . , αm]) and e′(c) = (−, [α′1, . . . , α
′
m]) for some α1, . . . , αm, α
′
1, . . . , α
′
m ∈
D, where c is the conclusion of l;
• and, for every !-node o of ground(π), there is m ∈ IN such that e(o) =
[e1, . . . , em], e
′(o) = [e′1, . . . , e
′
m] and, for any j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we have
ej ∼ e′j.
We conclude the section by recalling the invariance of the JK-interpretation
w.r.t usual cut elimination, and by stating the invariance of the ()-interpretation
w.r.t. non erasing cut elimination.
Theorem 23. For π and π1 nets: if π 
∗π1, then JπK = Jπ1K.
Proof. See the proof of Theorem 11 p. 1891 of [12], which is itself an adaptation
of the original proof of [18].
The newly defined ()-interpretation is invariant w.r.t. non erasing cut elim-
ination; the reader can check that ()-interpretation is not invariant w.r.t. some
erasing steps. We have the following proposition, which is an immediate conse-
quence of Lemma 35 of Section 4:
Proposition 24. For π and π1 nets: if π ¬e
∗π1, then (π) = (π1).
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♭
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♭
?
♭
ax
!
♭
?
♭
♭
♭
♭
♭
♭
Figure 8: Example of a non-normalizable net.
4 Qualitative account
We present in this section our main qualitative result, contained in Corollary 40.
The first thing to notice here is that we cannot expect the exact analogue of
the qualitative result proven in [12] on weak normalization (that is here recalled
in Theorem 36): this is because there exist nets π and π′ such that JπK = Jπ′K
and π is strongly normalizing while π′ is not, which clearly shows that there is
no hope to extract the information on the strong normalizability of a net from
its JK-interpretation (see Remark 4 for a precise example of this phenomenon).
We can nevertheless answer Question 1 raised in the introduction of the paper,
thanks to the newly defined ()-interpretation, as follows:
• we first prove that for a cut-free net π one can recover (π) from JπK
(Subsection 4.1, Proposition 31)
• we then show how one can extract from the ()-interpretation the informa-
tion that cannot be extracted from the JK-interpretation (Subsection 4.2,
Theorem 38)
• by combining the two previous points and starting from the two (good
old) JK-interpretations of two cut-free nets π and π′, we can compute (π)
and (π′), which allows to “predict” whether or not the net obtained by
cutting π and π′ is strongly normalizable (Corollary 40).
In Subsection 4.3, we give a variant of the standard proof of strong normaliza-
tion for MELL ([18, 8]). The interesting point is the alternative proof of the
Conservation Theorem (here Theorem 42), which is an immediate consequence
of the qualitative results presented in Subsection 4.2.
4.1 Two interpretations of nets
Of course, the JK-interpretation cannot characterize strongly normalizable nets,
as the following remark shows.
Remark 4. It is well-known that there are non-normalizable untyped nets. A
famous example is the net corresponding to the untyped λ-term (λx.xx)(λx.xx)
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Figure 9: The net π′ of Remark 4: an exemple of normalizable net that is not
strongly normalizable
(see [8], [22]). We give in Figure 8 a slight variant (which is not a λ-term),
due to Mitsu Okada. The reader can check that this net reduces to itself by one
(!/?) step and one (ax) step7.
Now, consider as net π the net consisting of a unique 1-link, and as net
π′ the net of Figure 9 consisting of a 1-link and a !-link o without auxiliary
conclusions and having one main conclusion cut against the conclusion of a
0-ary ?-link, where the box πo is the net of Figure 8 to which one adds (for
example) a 1-link, whose conclusion is the unique conclusion of πo. The net
π is cut-free and thus strongly normalizable, while the net π′ is normalizable
(just reduce the unique -erasing- cut-link of π′, which yields the net π), but
not strongly normalizing since πo ∗πo. On the other hand, clearly JπK = Jπ′K
(using Theorem 23 since π′  π, but also by a straightforward computation one
can check that JπK = Jπ′K = {(+, ∗)}).
We use in the sequel the obvious notion of substitution, precisely defined as
follows:
Definition 25 (Substitution). A substitution is a function σ : D → D induced
by a function σA : A→ D and defined by induction on the rank of the elements
of D, as follows (as usual p ∈ {+,−} and a ∈ A):
σ(+, a) := σA(a) σ(−, a) := σA(a)
⊥
σ(p, ∗) := (p, ∗)
σ(p, x, y) := (p, σ(x), σ(y)) σ(p, [x1, . . . , xn]) := (p, [σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn)])
We denote by S the set of substitutions. If y = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Dn, we set
σ(y) := (σ(x1), . . . , σ(xn)).
7This is not relevant for the purpose of this example, but notice that by Theorem 36
(proven in [12] and recalled in the following Subsection 4.2) the JK-interpretation of the net in
Figure 8 is empty; a fact which can obviously be also checked directly on the net itself.
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An immediate (but important) property mentioned in [12] is that the JK-
interpretation of a ♭-net is closed by substitution. This is still the case for the
()-interpretation of a ♭-net.
Lemma 26. Let π be a ♭-net. For every ()-experiment e′ of π, for every σ ∈ S,
there is a ()-experiment e of π such that (σ(|e′|), σ(W(e′))) = (|e|,W(e)) and
e ∼ e′.
Proof. The proof is by induction on ‖π‖. In the two following cases:
• π is an axiom
• or in the ground-structure of π, there is a cut-link
we use the property that, for any x ∈ D, for any σ ∈ S, we have σ(x⊥) = σ(x)⊥.
The other cases are trivial.
We now define the function allowing to compute (π) from JπK, when π is
cut-free (Proposition 31). There are two simple ideas underlying the definition:
• since ()-experiments never associate the empty multiset of experiments to
a !-link, we will never have (+, []) ∈ (π), so that we can restrict to the
exhaustive part of JπK
• since ()-experiments allow to associate with the conclusion of a 0-ary ?-link
(−, a) for any a ∈ Mfin(D), to recover (π) from JπK (actually from JπK
ex
),
we have to substitute in JπK
ex
every occurrence of (−, []) with (−, a) for
all the possible a ∈Mfin(D) (and of course we also have to keep track of
those a in W).
Definition 27. We define the function F : (Dex)n → Pf (Dn ×Mfin(D)) by
stating
F (〈x1, . . . , xn〉) = {(〈y1, . . . , yn〉,
n∑
i=1
Wi); (y1,W1) ∈ F (x1), . . . , (yn,Wn) ∈ F (xn)}
and F : Dex → Pf (D×Mfin(D))8 is defined by induction on the rank of x9:
• if x ∈ D0, then F (x) = {(x, [])}
• if x = (ι, y, y′), then F (x) = {((ι, z, z′),W+W ′) : (z,W) ∈ F (y) and (z′,W ′) ∈
F (y′)}
• if x = (+, β) where β = [x1, . . . , xk] ∈ Mfin(Dex), then F (x) = {((+, [x′1, . . . , x
′
k]),
∑k
i=1Wi) :
(x′i,Wi) ∈ F (xi)}
10
• if x = (−, β) where β = [x1, . . . , xk] ∈ Mfin(Dex), then F (x) = {((−, [x′1, . . . , x
′
k]),
∑k
i=1Wi) :
(x′i,Wi) ∈ F (xi)} if k > 0 and F (x) = {((−, a), a) : a ∈Mfin(D)} if k = 0.
8We keep the same notation for F : (Dex)n → Pf (D
n × Mfin(D)) and F : D
ex →
Pf (D ×Mfin(D)).
9That is the least number n ∈ IN s.t. x ∈ Dn (see Definition 18).
10Notice that since x ∈ Dex, one has k ≥ 1.
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An atomic experiment (see next Definition 28) associates with every axiom
link an element of {+,−} × A, and it is rather clear from Definition 20 that
using the notion of substitution, from atomic experiments of π one can recover
any experiment of π. This remark can be shifted from experiments to points of
the interpretation: by suitably defining (Definition 29) the atomic part of the
intepretation, one can recover JπK from JπKAt and (π) from (π)At. The notion
of exhaustive JK-experiment directly comes from [12].
Definition 28. For any net π, we define, by induction of depth(π), what means
to be atomic for any JK-experiment (resp. ()-experiment) of π:
• An JK-experiment (resp. ()-experiment) of a net π of depth 0 is said to be
atomic if it associates with every conclusion of every axiom of ground(π)
an element of {+,−}×A.
• An JK-experiment (resp. ()-experiment) of a net π of depth n + 1 is said
to be atomic if
– it associates with every conclusion of every axiom of ground(π) an
element of A
– and it associates with every !-link o of ground(π) a finite multiset of
atomic JK-experiments (resp. ()-experiment) of πo.
An JK-experiment e of a net π is exhaustive when |e| ∈ (Dex)n for some
n ≥ 0.
The following definition allows in particular to define the subset JπKAt of the
“atomic” elements of JπK, which will be used in Proposition 31.
Definition 29. Given E ∈ P(Dn) for some n ≥ 1, we say that r ∈ E is E-
atomic when for every r′ ∈ E and every substitution σ such that σ(r′) = r one
has σ(γ) ∈ A for every γ ∈ A that occurs in r′. For E ∈ P(Dn), we denote by
EAt the subset of E consisting of the E-atomic elements.
For cut-free nets, the next lemma uses the ad hoc function introduced in
Definition 27 to recover the atomic part of (π) from the exhaustive atomic part
of JπK.
Lemma 30. Let π be a cut-free net. Then {(|e|,W(e)); e is an atomic ()-experiment of π} =⋃
x∈(JpiKAt)
ex F (x).
Proof. To prove the inclusion
⋃
x∈(JpiKAt)
ex F (x) ⊆ {(|e|,W(e)); e is an atomic ()-experiment of π},
we prove, by induction on ‖π‖, that, for every exhaustive atomic JK-experiment
e of π and for every (y,W) ∈ F (|e|), there exists an atomic ()-experiment e′ of
π such that (|e′|,W(e′)) = (y,W).
To prove the inclusion {(|e|,W(e)) ; e is an atomic ()-experiment of π} ⊆⋃
x∈(JpiKAt)
ex F (x), we prove, by induction on ‖π‖, that, for every atomic ()-
experiment e′ of π, there exists an exhaustive atomic JK-experiment e of π such
that (|e′|,W(e′)) ∈ F (|e|).
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Proposition 31. Let π be a cut-free net. Then (π) = {(σ(y), σ(W)) ; (y,W) ∈⋃
x∈(JpiKAt)
ex F (x) and σ ∈ S}.
Proof. One has (π)At = {(|e|,W(e)) ; e is an atomic ()-experiment of π}. Then
apply Lemma 30 and remember we already noticed that substitutions allow to
recover (π) from (π)At.
4.2 Characterizing strong normalization
Now that we know how to compute (π) from JπK (in the cut-free case), we show
how to use the ()-interpretation in order to characterize strong normalization.
In [12], given an JK-experiment e of a net π, we defined the notion of size
of e (denoted there by s(e)); the following definition extends this notion to
()-experiments (writing sJK(e) instead of s(e)). We also introduce for an ()-
experiment e of a net π a new notion of size (denoted by s()(e)), which is crucial
to establish our main results (see Lemma 35).
Definition 32 (Size of experiments). For every ♭-net π, for every ()-experiment
e of π, we define, by induction on depth(π), the size of e, sJK(e) for short, as
follows:
sJK(e) = ‖ground(π)‖ +
∑
o∈!(ground(pi))
∑
eo∈e(o)
sJK(e
o) .
We set s()(e) = sJK(e) + 2Card(W(e)).
Remark 5. We have
s()(e)
= ‖ground(π)‖ + 2
∑
c is the conclusion of a ?-link of ground(π) with no premise
e(c) = (−, µ)
Card(µ)
+
∑
o∈!(ground(pi))
∑
eo∈e(o)
s()(e
o)
Definition 33. A 1-()-experiment e of a ♭-net π is a ()-experiment such that,
for any !-link o of ground(π), we have e(o) = [e1] with e1 a 1-()-experiment of
the box πo of o.
Remark 6. When such a 1-()-experiment e of π exists, we have ‖π‖ = sJK(e) =
min{sJK(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π}.
Every cut-free net π has a 1-()-experiment: any choice of pair {〈+, x〉, 〈−, x⊥〉}
of elements of D for the ax-nodes of π induces a 1-()-experiment of π. Since an
()-experiment is allowed to associate with the conclusion of any 0-ary ?-node any
element of D, even when π is ¬e-normal there always exists a 1-()-experiment
of π; and this 1-()-experiment can also be chosen w-sparing (Definition 21).
Since the size sJK(e) of an ()-experiment e of π depends only on π and on
the “number of copies” chosen for the boxes of π (i.e. the cardinalities of the
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multisets associated recursively with the !-links - in particular, the ()-size of an
experiment does not depend on its behaviour on the axioms), and since two
equivalent ()-experiments of π “take the same number of copies” for every box
of π, two equivalent ()-experiments clearly have the same JK-size. But also, when
e ∼ e′ one has Card(W(e)) = Card(W(e′))11, so that eventually s()(e) = s()(e
′):
Fact 34. If e and e′ are two ()-experiments of a ♭-net π, then from e ∼ e′ it
follows that s()(e) = s()(e
′).
We can now prove a crucial result which plays, in the framework of strong
normalization, a similar role as the so-called “Key-Lemma” (Lemma 17 p.1893
and its variant Lemma 20 p.1896) of [12].
Lemma 35. Let π and π1 be two nets such that π ¬eπ1. Then
1. for every ()-experiment e of π, there exists an ()-experiment e1 of π1 such
that (|e|,W(e)) = (|e1|,W(e1)) and s()(e1) < s()(e);
2. for every ()-experiment e1 of π1, there exists an ()-experiment e of π such
that (|e|,W(e)) = (|e1|,W(e1)) and s()(e1) < s()(e).
Moreover, if π1 = t(π) where t a stratified non-erasing cut-link of π, then
1bis. for every ()-experiment e of π such that s()(e) = min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π},
there exists an ()-experiment e1 of π1 such that (|e|,W(e)) = (|e1|,W(e1))
and s()(e1) = s()(e)− 2;
2bis. for every ()-experiment e1 of π1 such that s()(e1) = min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π1},
there exists an ()-experiment e of π such that (|e|,W(e)) = (|e1|,W(e1))
and s()(e1) = s()(e)− 2.
Proof. We first prove 1bis and 2bis. By a straightforward adaptation of the
proof given in [12], one proves that if t is a stratified non-erasing cut-link of π,
then
• for every ()-experiment e of π such that s()(e) = min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π},
there exists an ()-experiment e1 of π1 such that |e| = |e1|, W(e) =W(e1)
and sJK(e1) = sJK(e)− 2;
• for every ()-experiment e1 of π1 such that s()(e1) = min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π1},
there exists an ()-experiment e of π such that |e| = |e1|, W(e) = W(e1)
and sJK(e1) = sJK(e)− 2;
Furthermore, since the reduction step leading from π to π1 is non erasing, we
have W(e) =W(e1), which yields 1bis and 2bis.
The proof of 1 and 2 is by induction on depth(π). If t is a cut-link at depth
0, then t is a stratified non-erasing cut-link of π, so we already know (by 1bis
and 2bis) that the properties hold. If t is a cut-link of πo with o ∈!(ground(π)),
then, by induction hypothesis,
11Notice that we do not have (in general) W(e) =W(e′).
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a. for every ()-experiment eo of πo, there exists an ()-experiment eo1 of t(π
o)
such that (|eo|,W(eo)) = (|eo1|,W(e
o
1)) and s()(e
o
1) < s()(e
o);
b. for every ()-experiment eo1 of t(π
o), there exists an ()-experiment eo of πo
such that (|eo|,W(eo)) = (|eo1|,W(e
o
1)) and s()(e
o
1) < s()(e
o).
Now, we can take e and e1 such that
• for every edge a of ground(π) = ground(t(π)), we have e(a) = e1(a)
• for every !-link o′ 6= o of ground(π) = ground(t(π)), e(o′) = e1(o′)
• e(o) = [fo1 , . . . , f
o
k ], e1(o) = [f
o
11, . . . , f
o
k1], where k ≥ 1 (remember Re-
mark 2) and foi1 and f
o
i are obtained by applying the induction hypoth-
esis to πo, following items a. and b., so that s()(f
o
i1) < s()(f
o
i ) for every
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}.
Thus, by Remark 5, s()(e1) < s()(e).
In order to precisely compare our results to the ones of [12], we recall what is
proven in [12]: in Theorem 36 and Corollary 39 we refer to “head-normalization”
meaning stratified normalization at depth 0.
Theorem 36. Let π be a net. We have:
1. π is head-normalizable iff JπK is non-empty;
2. π is normalizable iff JπKex is non-empty.
Theorem 38 gives a characterization of strongly normalizable nets in terms of
the ()-interpretation, which is very similar to the just recalled results for head-
normalizable and (weakly) normalizable nets. Notice, however, that in general
we cannot recover (π) from JπK, so that Theorem 38 itself cannot pretend to be a
characterization of strongly normalizable nets in the relational model (remember
by the way that strictly speaking this is not possible by Remark 4).
Proposition 37. We have π ∈WN¬e ⇒ (π) 6= ∅.
Proof. Let π ¬e
∗π0 with π0 ¬e-normal. There obviously exists a 1-()-experiment
e of π0 (Remark 6), and thus |e| ∈ (π) (by Proposition 24).
Theorem 38. A net π is strongly normalizable iff (π) is non-empty.
Proof. By Proposition 10, it is enough to show that, for any net π, we have
π ∈ SN¬e if, and only if, (π) is non-empty. If π ∈ SN¬e, then π ∈ WN¬e,
hence we can apply Proposition 37.
Conversely, one proves by induction on min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π}
that π ∈ SN¬e. If π is ¬e-normal, we are done. Otherwise, we show that for
every π1 such that π ¬eπ1, one has π1 ∈ SN
¬e. Since (π) 6= ∅, there exist ()-
experiments of π and we can select e such that s()(e) = min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π}.
By Lemma 35, there exists a ()-experiment e1 of π1 such that s()(e1) < s()(e),
hence min{s()(e
′); e′ is an ()-experiment of π1} < min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π}:
by induction hypothesis π1 ∈ SN
¬e.
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An immediate consequence of Theorem 36 stated in [12] as Corollary 24
p.1897 is the following:
Corollary 39. Let π (resp. π′) be a net with conclusions d, c (resp. d′, c′).
1. The net (π|π′)c,c′ is head-normalizable iff there are x ∈ JπK and x′ ∈ Jπ′K
such that xc = x
′
c′
⊥
.
2. The net (π|π′)c,c′ is normalizable iff there is x,x′ ∈ Dex, x ∈ D s.t.
(x, x) ∈ JπK and (x′, x⊥) ∈ Jπ′K.
The following corollary, very much in the style of Corollary 39, allows to
answer Question 1 raised in the introduction, despite the fact that one can-
not extract the information on the strong normalizability of a net from its
JK-interpretation: given two cut-free nets π and π′, thanks to Proposition 31 we
can compute (π) (resp. (π′)) from JπK (resp. Jπ′K), and the corollary allows then
to “predict” (by purely semantic means) whether or not the net obtained by
cutting π and π′ is strongly normalizing.
Corollary 40. Let π (resp. π′) be a net with conclusions d, c (resp. d′, c′).
The net (π|π′)c,c′ is strongly normalizable if, and only if, there are (x,W) ∈ (π)
and (x′,W ′) ∈ (π′) such that xc = x
′
c′
⊥
.
The reader should notice that considering only nets of the form (π|π′)c,c′
with π and π′ cut-free might look as a restriction, but we already noticed in [12]
that this is not quite true, as the following proposition (which is a variant of
Proposition 34 p. 1899 of [12]) shows:
Proposition 41. For every net π1 with conclusions d, there exist two cut-free
nets π and π′ with conclusions resp. d, c and c′ such that:
1. (π|π′)c,c′ ∗π1;
2. π1 ∈ SN iff (π|π′)c,c′ ∈ SN, and we have strong(π1) ≤ strong((π|π′)c,c′) .
Proof. See the proof of Proposition 34 p.1899 of [12] for the definition of π
and π′, where it is also proven that (π|π′)c,c′ ∗π1. The fact that π1 ∈ SN iff
(π|π′)c,c′ ∈ SN is immediate from the definition of π and π′, and the fact that
strong(π1) ≤ strong((π|π′)c,c′) is obvious.
Remark 7. Proposition 37 and Theorem 38 together give a new proof of the
following theorem for the nets of Definition 2:
Theorem 42 (Conservation Theorem). We have WN¬e = SN.
As a corollary, we can show, for instance, that any MELL typed net is
strongly normalizing only by showing that any MELL net is in WN¬e. This
is done in Subsection 4.3.
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4.3 Strong Normalization for MELL nets
A (typeable) MELL net is a net of Definition 2, where with every logical edge
one can associate a formula of the logical language (we say this formula is “the
type” of the edge), and the standard conditions on formulas have to be satisfied
(see [18] or any more recent reformulation like [24]). Recall the grammar of
MELL formulas:
A ::= 1 | ⊥ | X | X⊥ | A⊗A | A`A | ?A | !A
where X ranges over a set of propositional variables.
Notice that the constraint on the types of the edges imply that an MELL
net can never contain a clash: in the whole section, every net is clash-free.
Definition 43 (multiset ordering). If X is a set and m ∈ Mfin(X), recall
that we denote by Supp(m) the set underlying m, and for x ∈ X, we denote
by m(x) the multiplicity of x in the multiset m. A binary relation < on X
induces a binary relation (still denoted by < in this paper) on Mfin(X): for
m,m′ ∈ Mfin(X), one defines, by induction on Card(Supp(m)), when m < m′
holds:
• if m = m′ = ∅, we do not have m < m′;
• if m = ∅ and m′ 6= ∅, then m < m′ (and we do not have m′ < m);
• otherwise m 6= ∅, m′ 6= ∅, and we have m < m′ iff one of the following
holds, where M = max(Supp(m)) and M ′ = max(Supp(m′)):
– M <M ′
– M =M ′ and m(M) < m′(M ′)
– M = M ′, m(M) = m′(M ′) and m1 < m
′
1, where m1 ∈ Mfin(X),
Supp(m1) = Supp(m) \ {M} and for every x ∈ Supp(m1) one has
m1(x) = m(x) (resp. where m
′
1 ∈ Mfin(X), Supp(m
′
1) = Supp(m
′) \
{M} and for every x ∈ Supp(m′1) one has m
′
1(x) = m
′(x)).
Remark 8. This definition is equivalent to the definition given in [14] and it is
well-known that when < is well-founded on X, so is also the induced relation on
Mfin(X). In particular, if (IN, <) is the set of natural numbers with the usual
order relation, the ordered set (Mfin(IN), <) is well-founded and we can thus
prove properties by induction on the multiset order relation on Mfin(IN).
Definition 44. The complexity of a MELL formula A (notation ♯A) is the
number of occurrences of logical operators (meaning the symbols 1,⊥,⊗,`, ?, !)
occurring in A.
Let π be an MELL net:
• a cut-node of type (!/?) is linear when the ?-node whose conclusion is a
premise of the cut has a unique premise
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• the cut-size of π (notation Cut(π)) is the multiset of natural numbers such
that Supp(Cut(π)) = {♯A : A and A⊥ are the types of the premises of a cut-node of π},
and if n ∈ Supp(Cut(π)), then Cut(π)(n) is the number of cut-nodes of π
whose premises have types with complexity n.
Remark 9. Notice that ♯A = ♯A⊥ for any MELL formula A, so that the types
of the two premises of any cut-node always have the same complexity. We will
thus speak in the sequel of the complexity of a cut-node, meaning the complexity
of any of its premises.
Lemma 45. Let π be a net and t be a non-erasing cut-link of π such that one
of the following holds:
• t is not of type (!/?) or t is linear
• t is a non linear (!/?) cut-node and πo is cut-free, where o is the !-link
whose main conclusion is a premise of t and πo is the box of o.
Then Cut(t(π)) < Cut(π), following the multiset ordering of Definition 43.
Proof. If t is not of type (!/?) or t is linear, it is obvious, following Definition 5,
that every cut-node of π different from t appears unchanged in t(π) and that
t “becomes” one or more cuts, but in any case all these cuts have complexity
strictly smaller than the one of t: Cut(t(π)) < Cut(π).
If t is a non linear (!/?) cut-node such that πo is cut-free, recalling Figure 4
one can see that t “becomes” k ≥ 2 cuts with complexity strictly smaller than
the complexity of t. Concerning the other cut-nodes, again it is obvious that a
cut-node of π different from t which does not occur in πo appears unchanged in
t(π). Now we can apply the crucial hypothesis that πo is cut-free: the nodes
of πo appear several times in t(π), but none of them is a cut-node. Then
Cut(t(π)) < Cut(π).
Proposition 46. If π is an MELL net, then π ∈WN¬e.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 45 and of the following obser-
vation: if π contains a non-erasing cut-node, then there exists a cut-node t of π
satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 45. Indeed, either there exists in π a linear
cut-node or a cut-node which is not of type (!/?), and we are done. Or every
cut-node of π is a non linear (!/?) cut-node, in which case there exists a !-link
o of π whose main conclusion is a premise of a cut-node t and such that its box
πo is cut-free.
More precisely, the proof is by induction on Cut(π). If π is ¬e-normal the
conclusion is immediate. Otherwise, by the previous observation, there exists a
cut-node t of π satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 45. We thus haveCut(t(π)) <
Cut(π) and we can apply the induction hypothesis to t(π): from t(π) ∈WN¬e
it follows that π ∈WN¬e.
Remark 10. It is immediate to extend Lemma 45 to the case of erasing cuts,
so that the proof of Proposition 46 becomes a (very easy) proof of weak normal-
ization for MELL.
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Corollary 47. Every MELL net is strongly normalizable.
Proof. Apply Proposition 46 and Theorem 42.
Remark 11. The proof of strong normalization for linear logic or for any of
its remarkable fragments is usually split in two parts: weak normalization and
a conservation theorem (see [18],[8],[21]), relying on a confluence result. The
only strong normalization proofs we know for (fragments of) linear logic that
do not use confluence are by Joinet ( [19]) and Accattoli ([1]). Our proof fol-
lows the traditional pattern (weak normalization+conservation theorem), but the
conservation theorem (whose proof is usually very delicate: see [8],[21]) is here
an immediate consequence of our “semantic” approach. In particular, our proof
does not rely on confluence.
5 Quantitative account
In this section, we answer Question 2 raised in the introduction: the point is to
compute strong((π|π′)c,c′) from JπK and Jπ′K with π and π′ cut-free. By Propo-
sition 31, we can substitute (π) and (π′) for JπK and Jπ′K. On the other hand,
by Corollary 17, we know that (provided (π|π′)c,c′ is strongly normalizable)
there exists R1 : (π|π′)c,c′ ∗(¬e)
s
π1 and R2 : π1 e
∗π2 antistratified, such that
π1 is ¬e-normal, π2 is cut-free and strong((π|π′)c,c′) = length(R1) + length(R2).
Summing up, in order to answer our question, we can compute length(R1) and
length(R2) from (π) and (π
′)12
An important step in the computation of length(R1) is the passage through
experiments of (π|π′)c,c′ : we prove in Proposition 52 that length(R1) can be
expressed in terms of sJK(e), where e is an ()-experiment of (π|π
′)c,c′ with minu-
mum size. In the proof of Theorem 57, we show how sJK(e) can be obtained
from suitable points of (π) and (π′).
Concerning length(R2), notice that if we could know the exact number of
(erasing) cut-links of π1, we would also know length(R2): these two numbers co-
incide, since obviously the length of any antistratified reduction sequence start-
ing from a ¬e-normal net and leading to a cut-free net is the number of cuts of
the ¬e-normal net. We thus compute the number of cut-links of π1 in Lemma 48:
it is the second component of (|e1|,W(e1)) ∈ ((π|π
′)c,c′), where s()(e1) =
min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π1}. Lemma 35 allows then to conclude that
(|e1|,W(e1)) = (|e0|,W(e0)), where s()(e0) = min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of (π|π
′)c,c′}.
In the proof of Theorem 57, we explain how to select (x,W) ∈ ((π|π′)c,c′) so
that (x,W) = (|e0|,W(e0)).
Lemma 48. Let π be a ¬e-normal net. Let e0 be an ()-experiment of π such
that
s()(e0) = min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π}.
Then Card(W(e0)) is the number of cuts of π.
12Notice that since ((π|π′)c,c′)can be easily obtained from (π)and (π
′), we can also freely
use ((π|π′)c,c′).
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Proof. Given a ¬e-normal net π, if there exists a w-sparing 1-()-experiment e1
of π, then
• any ()-experiment e0 such that s()(e0) = min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π}
is a w-sparing 1-()-experiment
• and Card(W(e1)) is the number of cuts of π.
To conclude, notice that there always exists a w-sparing 1-()-experiment of a
¬e-normal net (Remark 6).
We now need a notion of size of an element of the ()-interpretation of a net,
which is a particular case of size of an element of Dn ×Mfin(D). Like for the
notion of size of an experiment, we use the notion of size of an element of D
introduced in [12]:
Definition 49 (Size of elements). For every x ∈ D, we define the size s(x) of
x, by induction on rank(x). Let p ∈ {+,−},
• if x ∈ {+,−}×A or x = (p, ∗), then s(x) = 1;
• if x = (p, y, z), then s(x) = 1 + s(y) + s(z);
• if x = (p, [x1, . . . , xm]), then s(x) = 1 +
∑m
j=1 s(xj);
Given (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ Dn (n ≥ 0), we set s(x1, . . . , xn) =
∑n
i=1 s(xi) and
s([x1, . . . , xn]) =
∑n
i=1 s(xi)
Let n ≥ 1 and (x,W) ∈ Dn ×Mfin(D). Then we set sW(x,W) = s(x) +∑
α∈DW(α) · (s(α) + 2).
Remark 12. Notice that for every point x ∈ D or x ∈ D<ω ∪Mfin(D), s(x)
is the number of occurrences of +, − in x (seen as a word).
Definition 50. Let n ≥ 1. For any X ⊆ Dn ×Mfin(D), we set sW inf(X) =
inf{sW(x);x ∈ X} ∈ IN ∪ {∞}.
Lemma 51. Let π be a ♭-net with k structural conclusions. If π is ¬e-normal,
then we have sW inf((π)) = ‖π‖+k = min{sJK(e); e is an ()-experiment of π}+k.
Proof. We consider the cut-free net π′ obtained from π in two steps:
• first, we erase all the weakening-links premises of some cut-link and all
the cut-links;
• second, under every !-link whose conclusion was premise of some cut-link,
we add a ♭-link and a unary ?-link at depth 0 under this ♭-link.
First, notice that we have ‖π′‖ = ‖π‖. Second, notice that, for any w-sparing
1-()-experiment e of π, the 1-experiment e′ of π′ induced by e13 enjoys the
following property: s(|e′|) = sW(|e|,W(e)).
Now, since π is ¬e-normal, we can define, by induction on depth(π), a w-
sparing 1 − ()-experiment e1 : π that associates (p, ∗) with the conclusions of
axiom nodes. More precisely, e1 is defined as follows:
13Notice that e′ is both an ()-experiment and an JK-experiment of π′.
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• with every conclusion of a weakening of ground(π) that is premise of some
cut, e1 associates the element (−, [α⊥]), where α is such that e1 associates
(+, [α]) with the other premise of the cut;
• with every pair of conclusions of every ax-link of ground(π), e1 associates
the pair of elements (+, ∗), (−, ∗) (it does not matter in which order);
• with every !-link o, e1 associates the singleton [eo1], where e
o
1 is an experi-
ment defined as e1 on π
o (notice that depth(πo) < depth(π)).
We denote by e′1 the 1-experiment of π
′ induced by e1: we have s(|e′1|) =
sJK(π
′) + k (induction on depth(π′)) and s(|e′1|) = sW(|e1|,W(e1)), hence ‖π‖+
k = ‖π′‖ + k = sW(|e1|,W(e1)). By Remark 6, we have ‖π‖ = sJK(e1) =
min{sJK(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π}. Lastly, since e1 is a w-sparing atomic
1-experiment of π that associates (p, ∗) with the conclusions of axiom nodes, we
have sW(|e1|,W(e1)) = sW inf((π)).
We can now compute the length of R1 by means of experiments; this is of
course only a first step, since (still keeping the notations of Corollary 17) we
are only allowed to use the elements of ((π|π′)c,c′) and not the experiments that
produce these elements.
Proposition 52. Let π be a net and let π′ be a ¬e-normal net. For ev-
ery reduction sequence R : π ∗(¬e)
s
π′, and every ()-experiment e0 of π such
that s()(e0) = min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π}, we have length(R) =
(sJK(e0)− sW inf((π)))/2.
Proof. By induction on length(R). If length(R) = 0, apply Lemma 51.
Now, R = π ∗(¬e)
s
π1 
∗
(¬e)
s
π′. By Lemma 35, there is an ()-experiment e1
of π1 such that (|e1|,W(e1)) = (|e0|,W(e0)), s()(e1) = s()(e0)− 2 and s()(e1) =
min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π1}.
We have sJK(e0)− sJK(e1) = s()(e0)− s()(e1) = 2.
We apply the induction hypothesis to π1. We have length(R)−1 = (sJK(e1)−
sW inf((π1)))/2 = (sJK(e1)− sW inf((π)))/2 = (sJK(e0)− 2− sW inf((π)))/2
The following lemma shows that if π is cut-free and has no structural con-
clusions and e is an ()-experiment of π, then sJK(e) ≤ s(|e|)− s(W(e)):
Lemma 53. Let π be a cut-free ♭-net with k structural conclusions (and possibly
other logical conclusions) and let e be an ()-experiment of π. Then we have
sJK(e) ≤ s(|e|)− s(W(e))− k.
Proof. The proof is by induction on sJK(π). If ground(π) is an axiom, then k = 0
and s(W(e)) = 0: if the elements of D associated with the conclusions of the
axiom are of the shape (p, a) with a ∈ A ∪ {∗}, then we have sJK(e) = s(|e|);
else, we have sJK(e) < s(|e|). Now, assume that ground(π) is a !-link o with k
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structural conclusions. Set e(o) = [e1, . . . , em] with m ≥ 1 and let πo be the
box of o. Notice that π has k + 1 conclusions. We have
sJK(e) = 1 +
m∑
j=1
sJK(ej)
≤ 1 +
m∑
j=1
(sJK(|ej |)− s(W(ej))− k) (by induction hypothesis)
= 1 + s(|e|)− s(W(e))− (k + 1)
= s(|e|)− s(W(e))− k.
The other cases are left to the reader.
Provided the set of atoms A is infinite, if the size sJK(e) of the experiment e
does not reach the bound of Lemma 53, one can always choose a representative
of the ∼-equivalence class of e whose size does reach the bound. More precisely:
Lemma 54. Assume A is infinite. Let π be a cut-free ♭-net with k structural
conclusions (and possibly other logical conclusions), and let e be an ()-experiment
of π. There exist e′ ∼ e and a substitution σ such that sJK(e
′) = s(|e′|) −
s(W(e′))− k and σ(|e′|,W(e′)) = (|e|,W(e)).
Proof. Let A0 be the set of elements of A occurring in W(e). We prove, by in-
duction on ‖π‖, that, for every infinite subset A′ of A\A0, there is an experiment
e′ ∼ e such that
1. sJK(e
′) = s(|e′|)− s(W(e′))− k;
2. σ(|e′|,W(e′)) = (|e|,W(e)) for some σ ∈ S such that σ A0 = idA0 ;
3. and every element of A \A0 occurring in |e′| is an element of A′.
In the case ground(π) is a weakening-link l, we set e′(c) = e(c), where c is l’s
conclusion. The other cases are similar to the proof of Lemma 35 of [12].
In order to prove our quantitative result (Theorem 57), we start relating, for
()-experiments e, s()(e) to the size of suitable elements of (π).
Lemma 55. Assume A is infinite. Let π be a cut-free net and let e be an ()-
experiment of π. We have s()(e) = min{s(|e
′|)− s(W(e′)) + 2Card(W(e′)); e′ ∼
e and (∃σ ∈ S)σ(|e′|,W(e′)) = (|e|,W(e))}.
Proof. We set q = min{s(|e′|) − s(W(e′)) + 2Card(W(e′)); e′ ∼ e and (∃σ ∈
S)σ(|e′|,W(e′)) = (|e|,W(e))}.
First, we prove s()(e) ≤ q. Let e
′
0 be an ()-experiment of π such that e
′
0 ∼ e
and s(|e′0|)−s(W(e
′
0))+2Card(W(e
′
0)) = q. By Fact 34 and Lemma 53, we have
s()(e) = s()(e
′
0) = sJK(e
′
0)+2Card(W(e
′
0)) ≤ s(|e
′
0|)−s(W(e
′
0))+2Card(W(e
′
0)) =
q.
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Now, we prove q ≤ s()(e). By Lemma 54, there exist e
′ ∼ e and a substitution
σ such that sJK(e
′) = s(|e′|)− s(W(e′)), σ(|e′|) = |e| and σ(W(e′)) =W(e). We
have q ≤ s(|e′|)−s(W(e′))+2Card(W(e′)) = sJK(e
′)+2Card(W(e′)) = s()(e
′) =
s()(e) (again by Fact 34).
Proposition 56. Assume A is infinite. Let π be a cut-free net and let (x,V) ∈
(π).
We have min{s()(e); e is an ()-experiment of π such that (|e|,W(e)) = (x,V)}
= min
{
s(|e′|)− s(W(e′)) + 2Card(W(e′)) ;
e′ is an ()-experiment of π such that
(∃σ ∈ S) σ(|e′|,W(e′)) = (x,V)
}
.
Proof. Set r = min
{
s(|e′|)− s(W(e′)) + 2Card(W(e′)) ;
e′ is an ()-experiment of π such that
(∃σ ∈ S) σ(|e′|,W(e′)) = (x,V)
}
and
q = min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π such that (|e|,W(e)) = (x,V)}.
First we prove q ≤ r. Let e′0 be an ()-experiment of π such that
• (∃σ ∈ S) σ(|e′0|,W(e
′
0)) = (x,V)
• and s(|e′0|)− s(W(e
′
0)) + 2Card(W(e
′
0)) = r.
By Fact 34 and Lemma 26, there exists an ()-experiment e0 of π such that
|e0| = (x,V) and s()(e0) = s()(e
′
0). By Lemma 53, we have q ≤ s()(e0) =
s()(e
′
0) = sJK(e
′
0) + 2Card(W(e
′
0)) ≤ s(|e
′
0|)− s(W(e
′
0)) + 2Card(W(e
′
0)) = r.
Now, we prove r ≤ q. Let e be an ()-experiment of π such that s()(e) = q and
(|e|,W(e)) = (x,V). By Lemma 55, we have s()(e) = min{s(|e
′|) − s(W(e′)) +
2Card(W(e′)); e′ ∼ e and (∃σ ∈ S)σ(|e′|,W(e′)) = (|e|,W(e))} ≥ r.
We now state our main quantitative theorem, which answers Question 2
raised in the introduction: using the notations of Corollary 17, we know that
when (π|π′)c,c′ is strongly normalizable, in order to compute strong((π|π′)c,c′)
we have to compute the length of R1 and R2. We thus show how to compute
length(R1) and length(R2) from (π) and (π
′) (thus from JπK and Jπ′K thanks to
Proposition 31).
Theorem 57. Assume A is infinite. Let π and π′ be two cut-free nets with
conclusions d, c (resp. d’, c′). The value of strong((π|π′)c,c′) is
inf
{
sW (z,W)+sW (z
′,W′)−sW inf(((pi|pi
′)c,c′ ))
2 − s(W +W
′);
(z,W) ∈ (π), (z′,W ′) ∈ (π′) and (∃σ ∈ S) σ(zc) = σ(z′c′)⊥
}
Proof. We set
C =
{
sW (z,W)+sW (z
′,W′)−sW inf(((pi|pi
′)c,c′ ))
2 − s(W +W
′);
(z,W) ∈ (π), (z′,W ′) ∈ (π′) and (∃σ ∈ S) σ(zc) = σ(z′c′)⊥
}
.
In the case where (π|π′)c,c′ is not strongly normalizable, by Corollary 40 and
Lemma 26, we have C = ∅.
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Now, we assume that (π|π′)c,c′ is strongly normalizable.
By Corollary 17, there exist R1 : (π|π′)c,c′ ∗(¬e)
s
π1 and R2 : π1 e
∗π2 anti-
stratified such that
• π1 is ¬e-normal;
• π2 is cut-free;
• and strong((π|π′)c,c′) = length(R1) + length(R2).
By Corollary 40, there are (x,V) ∈ (π) and (x′,V ′) ∈ (π′) such that xc = x′c′
⊥
:
the set C is non-empty. We can thus consider some (z,W) ∈ (π), (z′,W ′) ∈ (π′)
and σ ∈ S such that σ(zc) = σ(z′c′)⊥ and
sW (z,W)+sW(z
′,W′)−sW inf(((pi|pi
′)c,c′ ))
2 −
s(W +W ′) = min(C). We set x = σ(z), x′ = σ(z′), V = σ(W) and V ′ = σ(W ′).
By Lemma 26, we have (x,V) ∈ (π) and (x′,V ′) ∈ (π′). Since xc = x′c′
⊥
, there
exists a ()-experiment e0 of (π|π′)c,c′ such that
• W(e0) = V + V ′;
• and
s()(e0) = min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π such that (|e|,W(e)) = (x,V)}+
min{s()(e
′) ; e′ is an ()-experiment of π′ such that (|e′|,W(e′)) = (x′,V ′)}.
By applying Proposition 56 twice, we obtain
s()(e0) = min
{
s(z) − s(W) + 2Card(W) ;
(z,W) ∈ (π) such that
(∃σ ∈ S) (σ(z), σ(W)) = (x,V)
}
+
min
{
s(z′)− s(W ′) + 2Card(W ′) ;
(z′,W ′) ∈ (π′) such that
(∃σ ∈ S) (σ(z′), σ(W ′)) = (x′,V ′)
}
= min


s(z)− s(W)
+s(z′)− s(W ′)
+2Card(W +W ′)
;
(z,W) ∈ (π), (z′,W ′) ∈ (π′) and
there exists σ ∈ S such
that σ(z,W) = (x,V)
and σ(z′,W ′) = (x′,V ′)


(the points of (π) and (π′) we look for are among those with disjoint atoms).
Therefore we have s()(e0) ≤ s(z) − s(W) + s(z
′) − s(W ′) + 2Card(W +W ′).
Now, we have
s(z) − s(W) + s(z′)− s(W ′) + 2Card(W +W ′)
= 2(
sW(z,W) + sW(z′,W ′)− sW inf(((π|π
′)c,c′))
2
− s(W +W ′)) + sW inf(((π|π
′)c,c′)) ;
remember that
sW (z,W)+sW(z
′,W′)−sW inf(((pi|pi
′)c,c′ ))
2 −s(W+W
′) = min(C), hence
s(z) − s(W) + s(z′)− s(W ′) + 2Card(W +W ′)
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= min

s(z) − s(W) + s(z
′)− s(W ′) + 2Card(W +W ′) ;
(z,W) ∈ (π),
(z′,W ′) ∈ (π′)
and
(∃σ ∈ S) σ(zc) = σ(z′c′)⊥


= min


s(z)− s(W)
+s(z′)− s(W ′)
+2Card(W +W ′)
;
(z,W) ∈ (π), (z′,W ′) ∈ (π′) and
there exist (x,V), (x′,V ′), σ ∈ S such
that σ(z,W) = (x,V), σ(z′,W ′) = (x′,V ′)
and xc = x
′⊥
c′


= min


s(z)− s(W)
+s(z′)− s(W ′)
+2Card(W +W ′)
;
(z,W) ∈ (π), (z′,W ′) ∈ (π′) and
there exist (x,V) ∈ (π), (x′,V ′) ∈ (π′), σ ∈ S such
that σ(z,W) = (x,V), σ(z′,W ′) = (x′,V ′)
and xc = x
′⊥
c′


(by Lemma 26)
= min


min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π such that (|e|,W(e)) = (x,V)}+
min{s()(e
′) ; e′ is an ()-experiment of π′ such that (|e′|,W(e′)) = (x′,V ′)};
(x,V) ∈ (π), (x′,V ′) ∈ (π′) and xc = x′
⊥
c′


(by applying Proposition 56 twice)
= min

s()(e) + s()(e′) ;
e is an ()-experiment of π,e′ is an ()-experiment of π′
and (∃(x,V) ∈ (π), (x′,V ′) ∈ (π′))
((|e|,W(e)) = (x,V) and (|e′|,W(e′)) = (x′,V ′) and xc = x′c′
⊥)


= min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of (π|π
′)c,c′} ≤ s()(e0).
So, s()(e0) = s(z)− s(W) + s(z
′)− s(W ′) + 2Card(W +W ′) =
= min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of (π|π
′)c,c′}. Since W(e0) = V + V ′ and
Card(V + V ′) = Card(W +W ′), we have sJK(e0) = s()(e0) − 2Card(W +W
′) =
s(z)− s(W) + s(z′)− s(W ′).
By Proposition 52, we have length(R1) = (sJK(e0)− sW inf(((π|π
′)c,c′)))/2 =
(s(z)− s(W) + s(z′)− s(W ′)− sW inf(((π|π
′)c,c′)))/2. Moreover, by Lemma 35,
there exists e1 :() π1 s.t.
• W(e1) = V + V
′
• and s()(e1) = min{s()(e) ; e is an ()-experiment of π1}.
By Lemma 48 (applied to π1 and e1), there are Card(V + V ′) = Card(W +W ′)
(erasing) cuts in π1. Since π1 is ¬e-normal and R2 is antistratified, we have
length(R2) = Card(W +W ′). Hence
strong((π|π′)c,c′)
= length(R1) + length(R2)
= (s(z) − s(W) + s(z′)− s(W ′) + 2Card(W +W ′)− sW inf(((π|π
′)c,c′)))/2
=
s(z) + s(W) + 2Card(W) + s(z′) + s(W ′) + 2Card(W ′)− sW inf(((π|π
′)c,c′))
2
−s(W +W ′)
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=
sW(z,W) + sW(z′,W ′)− sW inf(((π|π
′)c,c′))
2
− s(W +W ′)
= min(C).
We now give a concrete example of application of Theorem 57, which has
also a theoretical purpose: we want to show that only a little part of JπK and
Jπ′K is involved in the computation of strong((π|π′)c,c′). In [13], we proved
that from JπK one can recover much information about π (the whole net π in
the absence of weakenings). And when it is possible to recover π from JπK,
a straightforward way to compute strong((π|π′)c,c′) from JπK and Jπ′K is to
recover π and π′ from JπK and Jπ′K, and then to apply the cut elimination
procedure to the net (π|π′)c,c′ ! Of course this is not at all what Theorem 57
does, and to illustrate this fact, we consider a net π, two nets π′1, π
′
2 with
the same conclusions (represented in Figure 10) and the two nets (π|π′1)c,c′
and (π|π′2)c,c′ . As noticed by Pierre Boudes (see [5] for a formulation in the
framework of Abstract Bo¨hm trees), the elements of Jπ′1K and of Jπ
′
2K in which
the positive multisets have cardinality 0 or 1 are the same (which entails that
these points are not enough to recover π′1 nor π
′
2 since clearly π
′
1 6= π
′
2). We show
here that these points are nevertheless enough to compute strong((π|π′1)c,c′) and
strong((π|π′2)c,c′), following the method proposed in Theorem 57. This clearly
shows that the amount of information required to apply our method is much less
than the one required to recover the nets themselves, which is desirable, since
the information we obtain (the maximal length of the reduction sequences) is
itself less that the complete computation.
Example 58. Let π (resp. π′1, π
′
2) be the net of Figure 10 with conclusions d, c
(resp. c′). Notice that we have
〈(−, [(+, ∗), (+, ∗)]), (+, [(−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])]), (−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])])])〉 ∈ JπK and
〈(−, [(+, [(−, [(+, ∗)])]), (+, [(−, [])])])〉 ∈ Jπ′1K, Jπ
′
2K. We thus have, by Proposi-
tion 31,
• (〈(−, [(+, ∗), (+, ∗)]), (+, [(−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])]), (−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])])])〉, []) ∈ (π)
(indeed, since the considered point of JπK is exhaustive and does not con-
tain (−, []), intuitively it is also a point of (π))
• and (〈(−, [(+, [(−, [(+, ∗)])]), (+, [(−, [(+, ∗)])])])〉, [(+, ∗)]) ∈ (π′1), (π
′
2) (here,
contrary to the previous case, the function F of Definition 27 really plays
a role: we have considered the point obtained by substituting (−, []) with
(−, [(+, ∗)]), where (+, ∗) ∈ D).
We have
• sW inf(((π|π
′
1)c,c′)) = sW inf(((π|π
′
2)c,c′)) = sW((〈(−, [(+, ∗), (+, ∗)])〉, [(+, ∗)])) =
s(〈(−, [(+, ∗), (+, ∗)])〉) + (s((+, ∗)) + 2) = 3 + (1 + 2) = 6,
• sW((〈(−, [(+, ∗), (+, ∗)]), (+, [(−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])]), (−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])])])〉, [])) =
s(〈(−, [(+, ∗), (+, ∗)]), (+, [(−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])]), (−, [(+, [(−, ∗)])])])〉) = 10,
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Figure 10: An example
• sW((〈(−, [(+, [(−, [(+, ∗)])]), (+, [(−, [(+, ∗)])])])〉, [(+, ∗)]))
= s(〈(−, [(+, [(−, [(+, ∗)])]), (+, [(−, [(+, ∗)])])])〉) + (s((+, ∗)) + 2) = 7 +
(1 + 2) = 10,
hence, by Theorem 57, we have strong((π|π′1)c,c′), strong((π|π
′
2)c,c′) ≤
10+10−6
2 −
1 = 6. Actually, one can check that these points are those which give the
exact value of strong((π|π′1)c,c′) and of strong((π|π
′
2)c,c′): strong((π|π
′
1)c,c′) =
strong((π|π′2)c,c′) = 6.
Conclusion
We introduced a new interpretation (−) of nets and showed that, for any net
π, we have (π) 6= ∅ if, and only if, π is strongly normalizing. In order to prove
this theorem, we showed by the way, without using confluence, the Conservation
Theorem (WN¬e = SN) - a key point in several proofs of strong normalization.
This characterization of strong normalization has been refined with quan-
titative information relating the exact number of reduction steps of longest
reduction sequences and some size of ()-experiments. This relation applied to
the case of a net consisting of the cut of two cut-free nets allowed to show that
the size of some well-chosen points gives the exact number of reduction steps of
longest reduction sequences, even if these points are not enough to reconstruct
the net.
Of course, the ()-interpretation does not provide a denotational semantics in
that this interpretation is not invariant during the reduction. This new interpre-
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tation is actually a variant of a well-known interpretation, the JK-interpretation,
which does provide a denotational semantics: given the JK-interpretation of a
cut-free π, we can compute its ()-interpretation, even wihout reconstructing
the net (unlike with λ-terms, it is not always possible to reconstruct a net
from its interpretation in some denotational semantics, and even if it is possi-
ble, it is generally very difficult and not trivial at all). The ()-interpretation,
when restricted to nets corresponding to λ-terms, corresponds to some non-
idempotent intersection types system, called here System Rex, in the same way
as the JK-interpetation corresponds to the non-idempotent intersection types
system called System R. System Rex is very close to the system studied in [4] ,
which identified a measure on typing derivations that, for some specific deriva-
tions, provides the exact number of measure of longest reduction sequences of
β-reduction steps, while a similar work was done for System R and steps of
Krivine’s machine in [10, 11].
Since we showed that only a small part of the semantics is used to determine
the number of reduction steps (a small part which -in general- is not enough to
recover the syntax), an interesting problem is to know whether we could obtain
a similar result using the multiset based coherence semantics, for which we know
since [24] that it is in general impossible to recover a net from its interpretation.
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